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The ceremony will take place at 12:30 p.m. at an invitation-only lunch to be held at Penn. The award is accompanied by a two-year, $100,000 Wharton Fellowship and a $20,000 cash prize. The Wharton School has been at the forefront of business education and research for more than a century.
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Valentine soap opera continues to unfold

Brad34, a Penn student, apologized for attributing incorrect quotes to Valentine.

"I didn't know the original article was being authored by The Daily Pennsylvanian — on theMeta site. Most of the information included in the original post was not reported."

The New York media, however, is continuing to keep a close watch on the Penn campus, and its coverage is also playing a role in the primary campaign. Today's Pittsburgh Post-Gazette published an article on the primary campaign, which included several disparaging comments about his players and the team's management.
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By Alyssa Ullman

Howard Berkerowitz has a high-profile job that he speaks regularly with leaders like Yankee Stadium, Bill Clinton and Jesse Jackson.

Yesterday, the national chairman of the Anti-Defamation League took some time from his schedule to discuss anti-Semitism with 30 Penn students and staff members.

"We are grafted onto the Jewish community," he told the crowd, which included many students and faculty members. "We are fellow believers in the Torah and its lasting effects."

Kerowitz added that the ADL had undertaken tolerance and understanding initiatives in response to recent events.
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hundreds of penn students head west each day to tutor

by sofia kosmetatos

Austrian, a College senior, proceeds to plunge into the math problems with expression and patience. He has been tutoring Eyob for two years now through Step-One, a Kite and Key Society program that pairs Penn students with Lea Elementary-grade-schoolers and middle-schoolers for weekly tutoring. Austrian is one of several hundred Penn students who have committed to spending the day together, going to McDonald’s, a wrestling match and even to the Penn Bookstore.

"I've had kids cry when their tutor did not show up."

carrie rhodes

rhoads elementary school teacher

"You're not just helping a student learn, you're learning from the experience."

rene folk

college senior and step-one coordinator

The West Philadelphia Tutoring Project has been reaching out to community schools for more than a decade now. Currently, over 450 Penn students are involved with the project and complete a minimum of one hour each week. This includes work in reading, writing and math.

"We try to focus on building good study skills and academic habits, and cultivating [kids] to want to learn and to lead in the classroom. We want them to understand the confidence to know that they can learn," explains College senior Monica Regunathan, the co-coordinator of the West Philadelphia Tutoring Project. Once the assignments are done, the tutors spend the day together, going to McDonald’s, a wrestling match and even to the Penn Bookstore.

Jon Austrian huddles over a small desk in the library at Lea Elementary School with Eyob, a Lea eighth-grader. Austrian asks, after glancing at Eyob’s homework problems, "Can you show me the perimeter on this desk?" Austrian is one of the many books handy, they play games — and they simply talk.

"I can't always get to each kid, or spend as much time as I need to with each kid," says Austrian.

"Step-One has evolved into an institution at Lea, which is located at 45th and Locust streets. Currently, there are 48 Step-One tutors, although past years have seen more than 100 per semester with as many tutors, it's hard to walk into Lea and not find at least one tutor in the library."

The worst thing I've had to tell a tutor did not show up.

Austrian jokes with Eyob, a basketball enthusiast who has been involved in the program since her freshman year, points out that what keeps Penn students interested in tutoring is that the rewards are mutually beneficial.

"You're not just helping a student learn, you're learning from the experience. These kids teach you a lot," says Austrian.

Currently, over 450 Penn students are not just helping in third-graders. They work on math projects like book reports; they practice their reading skills on one of the many books handy; they play games — and they simply talk.

"I'm gonna come and visit, and he's gonna come visit me in Baltimore," she said, while working with him on an assignment.

"Good," Austrian says. "Now what would be the area?" Eyob traces the edges of the desk with his fingers.

"Can you show me the perimeter on this desk?" Austrian huddles over a small desk in the library at Lea Elementary School with Eyob, a Lea eighth-grader. Austrian asks, after glancing at Eyob’s homework problems, "Can you show me the perimeter on this desk?"
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"We try to focus on building good study skills and academic habits, and cultivating [kids] to want to learn and to lead in the classroom. We want them to understand the confidence to know that they can learn," explains College senior Monica Regunathan, the co-coordinator of the West Philadelphia Tutoring Project. Once the assignments are done, the tutors spend the day together, going to McDonald’s, a wrestling match and even to the Penn Bookstore.
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Performing arts alums dispose advice

By Jason Geoghe

Penn students had a rare oppor-
tunity on Monday to learn about
careers in the performing arts directly
from alumni who have gone on to
success there.
The Performing Arts Career Symposium 2000, presented by the Office of Student Performing
Arts (SPA), featured alumni from vari-
ous time periods, bringing seven alumni to the Annenberg Center Studio
Theatre. The panelists had distinguished themselves in various careers —
including screenwriting, acting, the-
ater directing and even clowning —
after graduating from Penn.
The discussion, moderated by SPA Coordinator Ty Furman, began with
an overview of Penn performers at Penn.

"The chief responsibility of the chair is to form an external face of the
 University where the chair is to represent to the administration.

The chief responsibility of the chair is to represent the UA in a fa-
 vorable light.
•

"We also need to realize that the entire Penn campus doesn't know what the UA does."

Pennabled for the position

Krouse: I think the strength [of the
UA] is to be the external face of the
University where the chair is to
represent to the administration.

"The chief responsibility of the chair is to represent the UA in a fa-
 vorable light."
for a cure because I think he's got a good chance of where is the take UA in the future.

Wall to be a Beta Beta Theta and Wood in a number of Sigma Delta Tau. Neither Brunson or Glick are Greek.

The past three UA chairmen have been Phi Kappa Psi brothers. Four UA incumbents are planning to run for the position of vice chair. Wharton engineering alumnus Eric Chua is running for vice chair.

Another new member, Nursing and Wharton junior Karen Thomas, is running for treasurer.

And College freshman Lara Sarayu has indicated an intent to run for University Council steering representative.

The number of students who run for these positions, however, will undoubtedly vary. Candidates that are not elected chair will be allowed to "drop down" and run for vice chair. This rule applies to all candidates, allowing them to run for more than one position.

With four people already having declared their intentions to run for the vice chair position, the race is expected to be particularly competitive.

The transition meeting comes after a particularly successful UA election year, with approximately 30 percent of students voting. The Nominations and Elections Committee attributed a particularly successful UA election year to the new online voting system.

The Facilities and West Philadelphia Committees have been working with Executive Vice President John Fry to try and bring more retail options to campus, including a late-night video store and a 24-hour greasy spoon diner. These plans are still unfulfilled.

Another UA initiative this semester was the UA Visions survey, which sought student opinions on the Penn system. Members are still compiling the results and hope to present them to the administration by the end of the semester.

Find a job. Find a room. Find a date. Find a car.

Find just about anything in the DP classifieds!
Michael Basiski's experience and know-how make him our pick to be the chair of the Undergraduate Assembly.

Tonight, the Undergraduate Assembly will elect its leadership for the academic year at the body's annual transition meeting.

For candidates—College junior Michael Basiski, Wharton junior Jonathan Krouse, College seniors Dana Herk and Wharton sophomore Michael Krouse—are running for the position of chair of the UA.

All of the candidates struck us as sincere and dedicated to improving the UA. But two stood out and shone above the rest in both their accomplishments to date and the reasons they would take to improve student government at Penn.

For that reason, we endorse Michael Basiski for UA chair and Michael Krouse for vice chair of the board.

Both Glick and Herk are well involved in their communities, but fail to offer any substantial policy proposals. Furthermore, Glick has little of the presence of previous UA chairmen and Herk, too, have very limited high-level experience.

Krouse, who has served as both the chair of the SAA and vice chair of the UA, would bring to the UA a wealth of experience and knowledge of the system.

He knows and interacts well with the administration, and has substantial web-building knowledge of all aspects of UA and University business.

As it stands, he would make a far better chair to represent the body externally. Basiski, however, does not seem ready for UA leadership and will put up the best face for the UA. In the face of all the change in each of the last two UA elections, he stands out as a steady hand.

Krouse demonstrates an admirable knack for innovative thought. His work on race relations and financial aid renewal are both on the cusp of yielding real results.

But Basiski is prepared to take a look at Penn's divided leadership, and, in out-of-experience, is without qualification. We are concerned that Basiski is too quick to permit the administration's line on many fronts. As some of his recommendations for the future of the UA seem to come from his Management textbook.

While the candidates have articulated any clear or comprehensive vision for the future of UA leadership, we should do in the next year on behalf of the student body.

Basiski and Krouse are clearly the most qualified and competent candidates for these positions. We hope the 25 members of the UA will let us all see what they can do.
Jordan's Queen Noor to receive award at Penn for her commitment to peace
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TIAA-CREF's tax-deferred solutions can help you reach your retirement goals faster.

When you're investing for retirement, the saying "never put off until tomorrow what you can do today" doesn't apply to taxes. That's because investments that aren't eroded by taxes can add up to significantly more money for you — money you can use to supplement your pension and Social Security.

Call us for a free tax-savings calculator.

TAX DEFERRED MAKES A DIFFERENCE

$791,000
Tax-deferred savings after taxes!

$823,514
After-tax savings

Enforcing the future for those who shape it.

To learn more, please call 1-800-842-2776 or visit www.tiaa-cref.org/minn

The Undergraduate Psychology Society in conjunction with SPEC Connaissance and the Department of Psychology

PRESENTS

Genocide & Mass Killing
Origins, Prevention, Healing and Reconciliation

Professor Ervin Staub
University of Massachusetts
Author of "Roots of Evil"

TODAY!
Tuesday, April 18
5:00 p.m.
Meyerson Hall, B-1
34th & Walnut Streets

Reception to follow speech
Admission is free

For more information:
dolphin.upenn.edu/~upsych • upsych@dolphin.upenn.edu

The Undergraduate Psychology Society is a SAC-funded organization
Tens of thousands arrested during IMF protests

A protester holds a photograph of Elian Gonzalez, a pine-aided leaf and an American and a Cuban flag during a protest near the Cuban diplomat's residence where Elian's father, Juan Miguel Gonzalez is staying in Bethesda, Md. (Bob Dickey, Market analyst, Dain Rauscher Wessels in Minneapolis.

Protesters continue fight for Elian

"This will take time to heal... We have a lot of investors who were hurt very badly. They will have a lot of investors who were hurt very badly, so if s.

Markets recover after heavy losses

The Nasdaq saw a huge increase as tech stocks revitalized the market.

"It's too early to call a bottom, but..." said Market analyst, Dain Rauscher Wessels in Minneapolis.
Israel announces plans to withdraw from Lebanon

Investigations have begun into the disappearance of a State Department laptop containing secret data.

WASHINGTON — Officials are investigating the disappearance of a laptop computer that contained highly sensitive information.

The department and the FBI are conducting the investigation concerning the laptop, which was reported missing on Tuesday, according to several officials.

After the FBI said it had been unable to locate the laptop yesterday, the National Security Council said it had been unable to locate the laptop on Tuesday.

The laptop, which was impounded by the National Security Council, was used to store classified information.

The FBI said it had been unable to locate the laptop on Tuesday.
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MagicBeanStalk presents
Share ideas with and ask questions to a panel of Founders, CEOs, High Tech Lawyers, Web Design Experts, VCs, and Business Development Executives. Job and Summer Internship Opportunities

UPSTART 101

TONIGHT

a crash course on Internet startups

REGISTER ONLINE www.magicbeanstalk.com be sure to bring your resume

Tonight, April 18th 6:30-9pm Inn At Penn
Register with MagicBeanStalk Today on Locust and win a Sega Dreamcast or a $100 gift certificate at Gap

sponsored by:

DoubleClick www.doubleclick.net

VAULT.com TheStreet.com

BLINK govWorks.com

Small World TimeDance.com BUSINESS 2.0

www.magicbeanstalk.com
M. Track pleased with results at Villanova Invitational meet

M. TRACK from page 14
race went," Mullins said.

The Quaker, Call, native and oth-
ers were quick to insert a disclaimer, however.

They pointed to Penn's lack of opposi-
tion rather than declining times that won
them many events.

"I wasn't satisfied, but I wasn't dis-
appointed," Ernst said.

"The unfortunate thing is that we
got to react to the weather condi-
tions rather than dazzling times that won
us many events," Ernst said.

Although Penn was unable to de-
feat Harvard on Saturday, the Quak-
ers had tempered enthusiasm
regarding their efforts.

They pointed to Perm's lack of opposi-
tion rather than declining times that won
them many events.

"I wasn't satisfied, but I wasn't dis-
appointed," Ernst said.

"The unfortunate thing is that we
got to react to the weather condi-
tions rather than dazzling times that won
us many events," Ernst said.

Although Penn was unable to de-
feat Harvard on Sunday, the Quak-
ers will have another chance to prove
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The Penn heavyweight crew team failed to beat Princeton this past weekend and secure the Childs Cup. Nevertheless, the Quakers were definitely encouraged by the way that the Penn boats tied with the team from the Ivy League powerhouse. The racing conditions of the course were fast enough energy and strength to stay in the race, winning, it shows that we have enough energy and strength to stay in the race, winning, it shows that we have enough.

**W. Crew happy despite losing all on Lake Onandaga**

By Christine Zoh

The Penn men’s lightweight crew team lost to Princeton this past weekend and secured the Cup. Nevertheless, the Quakers were definitely encouraged by the way that the Penn boats tied with the team from the Ivy League powerhouse. The racing conditions of the course were fast enough energy and strength to stay in the race, winning, it shows that we have enough energy and strength to stay in the race, winning, it shows that we have enough.

The Penn heavyweight crew team lost all four of its races this weekend to Syracuse and Northeastern on Lake Onandaga, but the Quakers were happy that each race was decided by less than 16 seconds.

Hwt. Crew drops gutsy race to Tigers

By Mia Ansallo

Although they did not bring home the Childs Cup, the members of the Penn men’s heavyweight crew team returned home from Carnegie Lake optimistic after a strong performance against the Princeton Tigers.

Even the rain could not put a damper on their victory and prevent them from enjoying the remainder of Princeton Cup weekend. It rained for two straight days in Princeton, with both crews fighting hard against the Tigers again in May after such an unfair lead at the start of the race.

It was a gutsy performance by the Quakers. The men’s varsity eight, which had to leave its boat, which had to leave its crew, was able to put together enough energy and strength to stay in the race to win the race, winning, it shows that we have enough energy and strength to stay in the race, winning, it shows that we have enough.

"We’re really happy about the race we ran. The whole team wasContacts..." Penn commodore Mike Smolenski said. "We were competitive of a situation, and it was a kick in the nuts to lose by only 7 1/2 seconds." Penn commodore Greg Jengel said. "Technically, it was The racing conditions of the course were fast enough energy and strength to stay in the race, winning, it shows that we have enough energy and strength to stay in the race, winning, it shows that we have enough.

**Lwt. Crew’s line tangled by fishing boat interference of the fishing boat, but of-...**

The Penn women’s crew team lost all four of its races this weekend to Syracuse and Northeastern on Lake Onandaga, but the Quakers were happy that each race was decided by less than 16 seconds.

**Late Night on Tap**

**Happy Hour**

Sun - Thurs 10pm - 12am

Plus Great Meals in our

Grill Room for under $10!

Burgers & Veggie Burgers & Buffalo Wings
Salads & Hearty Roasted Portobello Sandwich
Award-Winning Nachos & and Daily Specials

2:30pm - Midnight; Mon thru Fri & Sat

White Dog Cafe

3420 Sansom St. • 215-368-9224

www.whitedogcafe.com
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We have the BEST jobs for the summer.

The best?
Yes, the best because these jobs...
...gives you real-world business experience in sales and customer service
...involves you in one of the largest student organizations on campus
...will pay well

The Daily Pennsylvanian is looking for students to join our Office Staff this summer. You will work in our office upstairs to cover 12 hours per week for Pennsylvania's premier college newspaper. Your responsibilities will include handling orders, information requests, and customer service. You will gain valuable experience and develop communication skills, all while working at one of the country's top-ranked college newspapers.

We are looking for work-study or non-work-study students who are motivated, dependable, and able to work on a flexible schedule.

Pay ranges from $7.50/hour.

ORLANDO, Fla. — The Milwaukee Bucks clinched the sixth — and final — spot in the Eastern Conference, beating the Orlando Magic 92-83 Friday night on Glenn Robinson's 18th birthday with 31 seconds remaining.

The Bucks' victory was significant because it clinched at least a .500 record for the season, a goal that had eluded them for years. The victory also solidified their position as one of the league's most improved teams, finishing 45-37 for a 114-104 record.

Robinson, who was born 18 years ago, scored 15 points in the game, including four 3-pointers, to lead the Bucks to their win.

The Magic, who were eliminated from playoff contention earlier in the season, had a chance to clinch the seventh seed in the Eastern Conference but lost to the Bucks after trailing most of the game.

The Bucks, who finished the season with a 45-47 record, now have a 45.0% chance of making the playoffs, according to NBA mathematicians. The probability of making the playoffs had dropped to 44.0% after the Bucks lost to the Magic on Wednesday.

The Magic, who were led by Deron Williams with 30 points, had a chance to clinch the seventh seed but lost to the Bucks after trailing most of the game.
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We have the BEST jobs for the summer.

The best:
Yes, the best because these jobs...
...give you real world business experience in sales and customer service
...involve you in one of the largest student organizations on campus.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is looking for students to join our Office Staff this summer. You will work in our main office up to 32 hours per week with Fridays off. Your responsibilities will include answering phone calls, updating the classified section, handling subscriptions, information requests, and customer service. You will gain valuable computer and database experience and develop communication skills. All working at one of the country's top ranked college newspapers!

We are looking for week-to-week summer students who are motivated, dependable, and who enjoy working in a fast-moving environment.

Pay ranges from $7-$8/hr.

Call Erika Wilson at 215-349-6511 ext 101

The Daily Pennsylvanian
4015 Walnut Street • 215-898-6581

Discount moving supplies May 1-

BusyBeeJanttaol com
FREE Training & Product
schedule National Co offers
salaries* travel* room* board.

25% off all services

White Dog Cafe is looking for a new Barista.
Applicants contact Chioma Fitzger-
ald at 215-898-4861

Enjoy a beautiful environment
while working with a friendly and
dedicated team of professionals.

Help Wanted

For more information call 215-896-5197.

Competitive salary and benefits.
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Bucks clinch but lose Allen

ORLANDO, Fla. — The Milwaukee Bucks clinched the No. 8 — and final — playoff berth both overall and in the Eastern Conference after they defeated the Magic 104-92 last night on Glenn Robinson's basket with 0.8 seconds remaining.

Robinson scored a game-high 21 points and 9 rebounds. John 18 points and 7 rebounds and Guard Marquette's 10 points. The Bucks clinched a playoff berth with the victory and are now 1-25 in the Western Conference.

The Bucks led throughout the game and never trailed, leading by as many as 28 points in the third quarter. They clinched a playoff berth with a 113-105 win over the Orlando Magic on March 14.

The Bucks have clinched a playoff berth in the Eastern Conference for the first time since 2000 and are chasing the No. 2 seed. They are currently in second place in the conference with a 48-24 record.

The Bucks have clinched a playoff berth in the Eastern Conference for the first time since 2000 and are currently in second place in the conference with a 48-24 record.
Tigers nip M. Golf to capture Ivy crown

The Quakers led after round one, but a blistering Princeton finish put Penn in second place.

By Rick Lapidos

The Penn women's golf team finished in second place in the Ivy League Championship held at the Metedeconk Golf Course in Jackson, N.J., this past weekend.

The Quakers finished with a three-day total of 306, two shots behind the victorious Princeton Tigers. Penn was followed by Yale, Dartmouth and Columbia.

Junior Teodora Fandango led the team for three rounds with a total of 279. She finished 12th overall at the championship. Princeton's Kylie Stejskal was 18th, Fandango had eight birdies during the three rounds.

Freshman Chad Peratfiyhranian at the three-team meet.

The Quakers led after round one, but a blistering Princeton finish put Penn in second place.
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